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An acclaimed historian’s “compellingly told” year-by-year account of the pioneering efforts to conquer the American West in the midnineteenth century (The Guardian). In all the sagas of human migration, few can top the drama of the journey by Midwestern farmers to
Oregon and California from 1840 to 1849—between the era of the fur trappers and the beginning of the gold rush. Even with mountain men as
guides, these pioneers literally plunged into the unknown, braving all manner of danger, including hunger, thirst, disease, and drowning.
Employing numerous illustrations and extensive primary sources, including original diaries and memoirs, McLynn underscores the incredible
heroism and dangerous folly on the overland trails. His authoritative narrative investigates the events leading up to the opening of the trails,
the wagons and animals used, the roles of women, relations with Native Americans, and much else. The climax arrives in McLynn’s expertly
re-created tale of the dreadful Donner party, and he closes with Brigham Young and the Mormons beginning communities of their own. Full of
high drama, tragedy, and triumph, “rarely has a book so wonderfully brought to life the riveting tales of Americans’ trek to the Pacific”
(Publishers Weekly).
The first in a series of comb binded books, Horse Trails of Colorful Colorado - Northern Colorado - Book 1, contain 20 + trail names,
locations, length, level of difficulty, descriptions, numerous pictures and articles of interest to horseback riders. Multiple books will be offered
for each of the Northern, Central and Southern counties of Colorado.
A complete history of the 1945 horror film, with forward by producer Paul Malvern and introduction by film star John Carradine. It contains
complete original shooting script, details of the making, rare photographs, complete pressbook, and interview with film star Jane Adams.
In this biography, Marilyn Cannaday recreates the life and times of Lester Dent, a little-known giant of the pulp magazine era of U.S. popular
literature. From 1929 to 1959, Dent wrote and sold millions of words of fiction—wildly colorful action stories with sea, air and western settings,
adventure and suspense novels. His most famous serial character was supehero Doc Savage, the Man of Bronze, who battled crime
throughout the pages of a ten-cent pulp magazine in the thirties and forties.
Covering a sprawling wilderness landscape of interconnected lakes, rivers, canyons, hills, forests and wetland, Northwestern Ontario is a
massive outdoor playground just waiting to be explored. From paddling to hiking, hunting, fishing, snowmobiling, ATVing, cross-country
skiing, camping and more, there is no limit to outdoor activity in Northwestern Ontario. Covering the area around Thunder Bay and Atikokan
in the south to the remote wilderness of Opasquia Provincial Park further north and all the way up to Hudson’s Bay, there are endless
opportunities for adventure covered in this guidebook. Features - Map Key & Legend - Topographic Maps - Detailed Adventure Section >>
Backroad Attractions, Fishing Locations, Hunting Areas, Paddling Routes, Parks & Campsites, Trail Systems, ATV Routes,Snowmobile
Areas, Wildlife Viewing, Winter Recreation, Service Directory, Accommodations, Sales & Services, Tours & Guides, Index, Adventure Index,
Map Index, Trip Planning Tools,
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt
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to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have
occasional errors that do not impede the reading experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the book
back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.
Stories of Zane Grey's hunting, camping, and exploring trips in the wild and desolate parts of the West. Three of the five narratives are lively
tales of adventure. The most impressive stories in the book, however, are the first and last, both of them short.
This unique collection features 25 of the most acclaimed Western novels by Zane Grey (in chronological order) including: 1. The Spirit of the
Border 2. The Last of the Plainsmen 3. The Last Trail 4. The Heritage of the Desert 5. The Young Forester 6. The Young Pitcher 7. Riders of
the Purple Sage 8. Desert Gold 9. The Light of the Western Stars 10. The Rustlers of Pecos County 11. The Lone Star Ranger 12. The
Rainbow Trail 13. The Border Legion 14. Wildfire 15. The U.P. Trail 16. The Desert of Wheat 17. Tales of Fishes 18. The Man of the Forest
19. The Red-headed Outfield 20. The Mysterious Rider 21. To the Last Man 22. The Day of the Beast 23. Tales of Lonely Trails 24. The Call
of the Canyon 25. Valley of Wild Horses
An in-depth history of the Oregon Trail follows the route used by fur traders, missionaries, and mountain men, offering colorful stories about
the hardships and triumphs of the massive migration.
A comprehensive film guide featuring Hollywood films, directors, actors and actresses.
Fodor’s. For Choice Travel Experiences. Fodor’s helps you unleash the possibilities of travel by providing the insightful tools you need to
experience the trips you want. While you’re at the helm, Fodor’s offers the assurance of our expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the
choice details that truly define a destination. It’s like having a friend in Zion and Bryce Canyon national parks! •Fodor’s Zion & Bryce Canyon
National Parks features options for a variety of budgets, interests, and tastes, so you make the choices to plan your trip of a lifetime. •If it’s
not worth your time, it’s not in this book. Fodor’s discriminating ratings, including our top tier Fodor’s Choice designations, ensure that you’ll
know about the most interesting and enjoyable places in Zion and Bryce Canyon. Visit Fodors.com for more ideas and information, travel
deals, vacation planning tips, reviews and to exchange travel advice with other travelers.
Recently updated and extended, Trail Riding joins the experience and enthusiasm of equestrian Micaela Myers with the wisdom of Horse
Illustrated to bring this definitive guide to beginning trail riders. The book covers the fundamentals of America's #1 equestrian pasttime;from
picking out the right gear and training your horse for the trail to planning your jaunt and learning proper trail manners. Complete with step-bystep instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easy-to-use glossary, this guide takes the guesswork out of trail riding.

The entire field of film historians awaits the AFI volumes with eagerness.--Eileen Bowser, Museum of Modern Art Film
Department Comments on previous volumes: The source of last resort for finding socially valuable . . . films that received
such scant attention that they seem 'lost' until discovered in the AFI Catalog.--Thomas Cripps Endlessly absorbing as an
excursion into cultural history and national memory.--Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
"This book is a comprehensive guide to more than 550 historic sites and markers scattered along some 10,000 miles of
emigrant trails. By the use of the accompanying maps and commentary in the text, the trails themselves can be followed
rather closely"--Preface.
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American Motorcyclist magazine, the official journal of the American Motorcyclist Associaton, tells the stories of the
people who make motorcycling the sport that it is. It's available monthly to AMA members. Become a part of the largest,
most diverse and most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling 800-AMA-JOIN.
Describes the history and customs of life along the American cattle trails.
There might not be a more fitting union of author and protagonist than Louis L’Amour, America’s favorite frontier
storyteller, and Hopalong Cassidy, the iconic cowboy introduced more than a century ago. Originally written under the
pseudonym Tex Burns, The Rustlers of West Fork, The Trail to Seven Pines, The Riders of High Rock, and Trouble
Shooter were L’Amour’s first published novels, but they showcase the spirit of adventure and wonderful knack for
character that would become his signature. Now these four classics are together for the first time in this thrilling eBook
bundle. THE RUSTLERS OF WEST FORK When Hopalong Cassidy arrives at the Circle J to deliver a fortune in bank
notes to rancher Dick Jordan, he discovers that a foolhardy band of outlaws has taken Dick prisoner, along with his
daughter, Pam. Even if Hopalong can free them, he will have to lead the hostages across rough and untamed Apache
country, stalked by the outlaws who have vowed to take him out. But Hopalong is no stranger to trouble, and before his
guns—or his temper—cool, he’s determined to bring this gang to justice . . . dead or alive. THE TRAIL TO SEVEN PINES
Outside the lawless town of Seven Pines, Hopalong comes across two men—one dead, one badly wounded. He returns
with help, but the survivor has been shot through the temple. Who would do such a thing? To find out, Hopalong hires on
at the Rocking R Ranch, where more than a thousand cattle have been run off by crooks who also have their eyes on the
monthly stagecoach shipments of gold. To save the Rocking R, Cassidy needs men he can trust—because he’s the
target of a ruthless gunslinger in a fight for frontier justice. THE RIDERS OF HIGH ROCK In the cattle country just east of
the California line, Hopalong discovers an old friend, Red Connors, holed up in a mountain cave with a bullet in his side
and a story to tell. The local ranchers had been losing their stock to a savage killer named Jack Bolt, and when Red
caught the rustlers in the act, they hunted him down, shot him, and left him for dead. Now Bolt’s coming after the one
man who stands in his way: Hopalong Cassidy. But he’s about to learn the hard way that if you shoot down a man like
Cassidy, you’d better make sure he never gets up again. TROUBLE SHOOTER A desperate call for help sends
Hopalong to the aid of a fellow cowpoke. But by the time he arrives, Pete Melford has been murdered. In search of
Pete’s killer, Hopalong signs on at the sprawling Box T ranch and confronts a mystery as dangerous as it is haunting.
The owner of the Box T has built his empire with shrewd determination, but behind his success lies a bloody trail leading
to the strange and forbidding Babylon Mesa, a fortune in gold, and a showdown with a desperado who isn’t afraid to
cheat death.
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Across the country, more than 1600 unused railroad corridors have been converted to level, public, multiuse trails, where
people can enjoy a fitness run, a leisurely bike ride, or a stroll with the family. In this new guide in the popular series, the
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy presents the Northwest region's finest rail-trails plus other great multiuse trails. Rail-Trails
Washington & Oregon includes detailed coverage of more than 40 great trails. Many rail-trails are paved and run through
the most scenic parts of town. Others travel along dense forests, open fields, and lush waterways. Some explore the
area's history, and others help users enjoy the serenity of the rural countryside. Favorites noted by Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy staff include the Chehalis Western Trail and Olympic Discovery Trail in Washington and the BanksVernonia State Trail in Oregon. This full-color book includes succinct descriptions of each trail from start to finish, plus ata-glance summary information indicating permitted uses, surface type, length, and directions to trailheads for each trail.
Every trip has a detailed map that includes start and end points, trailhead, parking, restroom facilities, and other
amenities.
Collected for the first time in a single book are six of L’Amour’s finest Western stories. The texts have been restored
according to how they first appeared in their initial publication in magazines. Jim Sandifer knows he’ll lose his job at the
B Bar Ranch as well as the girl he’s sweet on when he prevents a raid by some B Bar men on the Katrischen Spread in
“The Turkeyfeather Riders.” In “Four Card Draw,” Allen Ring wins a small ranch—until the town marshal shows up and
tells Allen he can’t live there because a murder that had taken place there is still unsolved. In “Home in the Valley,”
Steve Mehan has driven a herd from Nevada to California in the dead of winter and has the money safely on deposit with
Dake & Company. But upon his arrival in Sacramento, he learns that the bank has failed. Also included in this collection
are “Man Riding West,” “West Is Where the Heart Is,” and “Fork Your Own Bronco.” The stories in Glory Riders easily
reveal why Louis L’Amour is the greatest Western writer of all time.
Long before sound became an essential part of motion pictures, Westerns were an established genre. The men and
women who brought to life cowboys, cowgirls, villains, sidekicks, distressed damsels and outraged townspeople often
continued with their film careers, finding success and fame well into the sound era--always knowing that it was in silent
Westerns that their careers began. More than a thousand of these once-silent Western players are featured in this fully
indexed encyclopedic work. Each entry includes a detailed biography, covering both personal and professional
milestones and a complete Western filmography. A foreword is supplied by Diana Serra Cary (formerly the child star
"Baby Peggy"), who performed with many of the actors herein.
Hopalong rides into a firestorm of violence and betrayal. On the rain-drenched trail to the lawless town of Seven Pines,
Hopalong discovers two men—one dead, the other badly wounded. Returning with medical help, Hopalong finds the
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wounded man has been shot through the temple. Who would commit such a murder? To find out, Hopalong hires on at
Bob Ronson's Rocking R Ranch. There he learns that more than a thousand cattle have been run off by men keeping
one scheming eye on the ranch and the other on the monthly stagecoach shipments of gold. Hopalong is determined to
stop those responsible. But even the best gunfighter needs men he can trust to watch his back, men willing to risk their
lives to do what's right. With their help, Hopalong fights to save the Rocking R, only to find himself the target of a ruthless
gunman in a life-and-death struggle for frontier justice.
A guide to mountain biking in Illinois explores forty-eight trails ranging from three to seventy-eight miles long, with
difficulty ratings from extremely easy to challenging.
Modern day historical tour along 15 trails of the western frontier.
This unique collection of "Western Classics: Zane Grey Collection (27 Novels in One Edition)” has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards. Table of Contents: Betty Zane The Spirit of the Border: A Romance of the Early Settlers in the Ohio Valley The Last
of the Plainsmen The Last Trail The Heritage of the Desert The Young Forester The Young Lion Hunter Riders of the Purple Sage Desert
Gold The Light of the Western Stars The Rustlers of Pecos County The Lone Star Ranger: A Romance of the Border Rainbow Trail The
Border Legion Wildfire The UP Trail The Desert of Wheat The Man of the Forest The Mysterious Rider To the Last Man The Day of the Beast
Wanderer of the Wasteland Tappan's Burro Roping Lions in the Grand Canyon The Code of the West Valley of Wild Horses The Fugitive
Trail Tales of Lonely Trails (Author's Account of American Wild West Trails) Zane Grey (1872-1939) was an American author best known for
his popular adventure novels and stories that were a basis for the Western genre in literature and the arts. With his veracity and emotional
intensity, he connected with millions of readers worldwide, during peacetime and war, and inspired many Western writers who followed him.
Grey was a major force in shaping the myths of the Old West; his books and stories were adapted into other media, such as film and TV
productions. He was the author of more than 90 books, some published posthumously and/or based on serials originally published in
magazines.
In the aftermath of the Civil War, cash-starved Texans turned to the only resource they possessed in abundance: longhorn cows. Despite the
hazards of trailing longhorns across some three hundred miles of Indian Territory, this was the only way to access the railroad... THE
WESTERN TRAIL Benton McCaleb and his band of bold-spirited cowboys traveled long and hard to drive thousands of ornery cattle into
Wyoming's Sweetwater Valley. They're in the midst of setting up a ranch just north of Cheyenne when a ruthless railroad baron and his hired
killers try to force them off the land. Now, with the help of the Shoshoni Indian tribe and a man named Buffalo Bill Cody, McCaleb and his
men must vow to stand and fight. Outgunned and outmanned, they will wage the most ferocious battle of their lives—to win the right to call the
land their own.
Cowboy Poetry from the Eastern Sierra. The author has an interesting mix of real cowboy and reel cowboy stories and poems. He continues
to perform nationally and spends as much time as he can horseback or sliding down the many ski slopes in the Lake Tahoe area. If you have
ever day dreamed of being a cowboy, this book will take you on some very interesting trails.
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In this first of four classic frontier novels, Louis L'Amour adds his own special brand to the life and adventures of one of America's favorite
fictional cowboys, Hopalong Cassidy. In The Rustlers of West Fork, the quick-thinking, fast-shooting cowpuncher heads west to deliver a
fortune in bank notes to his old friend, Dick Jordan. When he arrives at the Circle J, he discovers that the rancher and his daughter, Pam, are
being held prisoner by a desperate band of outlaws led by the ruthless Avery Sparr and his partner Arnold Soper. Even if Hopalong Cassidy
can free Jordan and Pam, he will have to lead them across rough and untamed Apache country, stalked by the outlaws who have vowed to
gun him down. But Hopalong is no stranger to trouble, and before his guns or his temper cool, he's determines to round up Sparr and his
gang and bring the outlaws to justice ... dead or alive! This classic tale of pursuit and survival is vintage L'Amour and adds new life and luster
to the legend of Hopalong Cassidy.
Covering the central region of the province of Alberta, including the cities of Red Deer and Edmonton, this book is your ultimate guide to
camping, hiking, fishing, ATVing, hunting, snowmobiling, paddling and industry resource sites in this spectacular region. From the area
around Lac La Biche in the northeastern reaches of this book, where some of Alberta’s best lake fishing can be found, to the stunning Rocky
Mountain Parks in the western reaches and the sprawling prairie wilderness in between, Central Alberta is full of outdoor adventure
opportunities. This is an expansive area, and while that makes for plenty of space to work, explore and play, it can also make finding that
special outdoor spot that much more difficult. This is why we have taken great care to provide you with the most comprehensive and easy-touse mapbook on the market. Features - Map Key & Legend - Topographic Maps - Detailed Adventure Section >> Backroad Attractions,
Fishing Locations, Hunting Areas, Paddling Routes, Parks & Campsites, Trail Systems, ATV Routes,Snowmobile Areas, Wildlife Viewing,
Winter Recreation, Service Directory, Accommodations, Sales & Services, Tours & Guides, Index, Adventure Index, Map Index, Trip Planning
Tools,
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